Noticeboard

London Art History
Society Committee

NEW WEBSITE

We launched our new updated website in October and we
have received positive comments on the new style. The new
design takes advantage of today’s digital developments which
increasingly provide a more user-friendly experience and
make navigation of the site simpler and faster. It also allows
Committee members to share the load of administering the
website and to more easily provide up-to-date information
to members. We will also be able to add more functions in
the future as and when appropriate. Do explore the site if
you have not already done so. On the Home page you will
find a quick reference to the next Society events and a News
section which will be updated as items of interest arise.
There is also quick access to all our courses and events via
the What’s On tab at the top of the page.

Chairman and Treasurer:............. John Dunlop
Deputy Chairman and
Seminars/Schools Coordinator:.... Sue Anstruther
Secretary:................................. Rosemary Clarke
Membership Secretary:............... Edward Cox
Assistant Treasurer:.................... Moira Creak
Lecture Programme Organiser:.... Susan Nettle
Courses Coordinator:.................. Jacqueline Leigh
Study Events Coordinator:........... Maggie Stockton
Study Tours Coordinator:............ Michael Pearson
Communications Coordinator:...... Rae Richardson
Donations Administrator:............ Robert Gwynne
Editor, Review:........................... Barrie MacDonald
Birkbeck Liaison:........................ John Peacock

Andrew Gray designed and built our original website and
has managed its contents for well over ten years, and has
contributed greatly to the foundation of the new site. We
would like to express our gratitude for bringing the Society
into the twenty-first century and for all his dedication and
hard work.

Members:................................ Vanessa Ansa
Malcolm Armstrong
Prue Keely-Davies
Norah Moss
Gwen Ovshinsky

VOLUNTEERS

The Society could not provide members with the current
full and varied programme of lectures, courses and events
without the dedicated support of our team of volunteers.
Several members have come forward recently, but we are
always looking for additional help with the running of the
Society. There are many different roles, from recording
attendance at events or helping with refreshments; to
providing administrative back-up for event organisers, such
as booking rooms/catering; to taking responsibility for
organising lectures, courses or events from beginning to end.
It is not necessary to join the Committee to perform many
roles. Or if you have a particular skill or experience which
you think might be useful to the Society on an ad hoc basis,
please do contact us. Volunteers will receive appropriate
training and plenty of support for their roles.
If you do have some spare time your help would
be greatly appreciated. Please contact John Dunlop:
chairman@londonarthistorysociety.org.uk.

VENUES

We are always interested in hearing about any venues in
Central London you have visited which might suit our needs.
As well as being centrally located they need to have audiovisual equipment, comfortable seating, good sight lines, easy
access and catering facilities. Please email any suggestions
to: communications@londonarthistorysociety.org.uk.

FEEDBACK

If you have any suggestions about how we can improve
the way we run the Society, please contact:
communications@londonarthistorysociety.org.uk.
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MESSAGE FROM THE CHAIRMAN
Dear Member,
Happy New Year!
Your Society goes from strength to strength with growing
numbers of members and an increased number and range
of events for you to enjoy.
The big change in the last year has been the new website
we launched in October. It seems to have been well
received and it is certainly much easier for us to keep this
site up to date and relevant. I hope it works for you. We
are grateful to Yeswework, a website design company, for
their help in developing the technical solution.
We now have over 450 fully paid up members, an increase
of ten percent compared to last year at this time. We
have new people joining every week and they more than
replace the 40 or so who drop out every year. We do not
know enough about why people leave or join and will be
trying to find out more in coming months.
Ours is a mutual society effectively owned by the
members and we are very keen as a Committee to
understand what it is you want us to do and to adapt
our activities to meet your needs. To get a better idea
of what you think, we would like to send out occasional
questionnaires to members. We would be grateful for your
help in giving us feedback. We promise not to burden you
with endless questions. If anyone has a view on anything
we do then we are very keen to know and to learn how
we can do things better. Please write to me or contact any
Committee member at any time.
We continue to develop our programme of activities.
The seminars on the Nude in Early Modern Italian Art
were very successful and we will use this format again.
As well as our usual lectures, courses, study days, visits
and walks, this year’s programme includes a three-day
“school” on The Renaissance Collector, 1430-1560, which
should be very worthwhile. We have several interesting
tours or trips being planned for this year and next.
I am extremely grateful for the enormous effort which the
members of the Committee make to planning the events
we put on during the year and supporting all the activities
of the Society. I hope you will take an opportunity to thank
these volunteers when you see them.

Michelangelo, The Last Judgment, Sistine Chapel (detail).
Reproduced and edited under Wikimedia Commons/Public
Domain.

I am pleased that three new people have joined the
Committee this winter and I am sure they will help to enliven
our thinking and move us forward.
Andrew Gray, our steady and reliable webmaster has now
left the Committee after over ten years looking after the old
website. We are particularly grateful for his substantial efforts
in building the site and bringing us into the modern era.
It is with regret that I have to announce the deaths of two
past members of the Committee during 2017. Anne Scott,
for many years a key member of the London Art History
Society (ULEMHAS) Committee and Chairman for several
years, passed away on 2 December. The retiring collection at
Anne’s funeral was donated to the Society as a recognition
of the pleasure it gave her over the years. Norman Yeadon,
who was ULEMHAS Membership Secretary from 1989-91
and Treasurer from 1992-96, died on 17 November. Both
members contributed greatly to the success of the Society.
John Dunlop
chairman@londonarthistorysociety.org.uk
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London Art History Society
supporting learning and the arts

Donations
during 2017

ROBERT GWYNNE, DONATIONS ADMINISTRATOR, REPORTS ON ACTIVITIES DURING 2017

This year, due to continuing popularity of our courses,
we were able to give financial support to two arts-related
organisations:

Updates on Support

BIRKBECK RESEARCH FUND

£2,000

SIR JOHN SOANE EDUCATION
DEPARTMENT

£2,000

THE LEVANTINE FOUNDATION

As reported in the 2017 Newsletter, The Levantine
Foundation were conserving two manuscripts from the library
of the monastery of Deir al-Surian in Egypt. This work is now
complete and the folios are available for study.

Sir John Soane wanted his Museum to be a place of
education and inspiration for architects. Today, this
tradition continues through the work of the Soane
Architectural Clubs. The London Art History Society
donation helped to subsidise places on both the Young
Architects’ Club for 7-10 year olds, and the New Architects’
Club for 11-14 year olds.
The Society received the following messages from two
young people who were helped to attend the clubs.

Lola
‘I have really enjoyed being part of the Young Architects
and New Architects. I started when I was seven and I am
now thirteen and I have really loved everything we have
done throughout the years of taking part. Every session
I have learnt something new and interesting. It inspires
me so much. We have worked with architects and visited
many interesting and amazingly structured buildings
throughout London in different styles and time periods.
I have especially enjoyed it when we design and build
our own structured buildings’.

Oscar

Deir al-Surian, Syr. 20, John Chrysostom, Two Homilies
and Memra on Faith, Parchment. Before and after
conservation.

RESTORATION OF A PORTRAIT OF
VITA SACKVILLE-WEST, PAINTED BY
WILLIAM STRANG RA

Deir al-Surian, Syr. 10, Four Gospels, 510 AD, Parchment.
Dims: 26.1x 15.7cm. Before and after conservation.
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‘The Young and New Architects Club has given me an
amazing experience, learning about different buildings
and people through history giving me a real passion and
interest in architecture by doing a variety of fun tasks in
the sessions. One of my favourites is going through the
Sir John Soane’s Museum and learning about poplar
designs at that time as well as learning about his travels
and life. Everybody is extremely kind and we all share
ideas and join in to complete the activities not only
developing our architecture skills and interest but also
making new friends and learning how to work with
other people just like a real architect would do’.

LONDON HISTORY
OF ART SOCIETY
DONATIONS 2018
The London Art history Society gave £4,000 in
donations last year. We should like to take this
opportunity to ask members if they know of any
scheme they feel is worthy and needful of our support
next year should we generate a sufficient surplus.
We know you will understand that we have to make
some conditions before the Committee can consider
your suggestions.
1. We only offer to help in small-scale projects where
our donation will make a material difference. The
Committee will then consider the suggestion, check
the organisation and, after discussion, will decide
whether to offer support.
2. The member cannot have any official connection,
such as being on the managing committee of
the organisation he or she proposes. This does
not preclude being a member of a society which
supports the organisation, such as being a Friend
of the Dulwich Gallery.
3. The member must never inform anyone in the
organisation which they propose for support
of their intention to do so, and the Committee
will not consider any direct application from an
organisation.
4. Since we are a London society we help
organisations based within the orbit of the M25.

The portrait was exhibited at Tate Britain in the exhibition
Queer British Art 1861-1967 from 5 April to the 6 October
2017. The Society received a letter of thanks from Sarah
Mitchell on behalf of Tate Britain in which she writes:

If you have any suggestions please send them, by
email or post, to:

… ‘We are so grateful to the London Art History Society
for its donation of £3,000 which meant Tate was able to
include Lady With A Red Hat (Vita Sackville-West), 1918
by William Strang. We were pleased to be able to include
an artwork of this high calibre as part of the exhibition,
particularly as she was such an important figure in telling
the story of the LGBT community from this era.’

Robertgwynne049@gmail.com

Robert Gwynne
44 Montague Mansions
London W1U 1LB

www.londonarthistorysociety.org.uk/donations
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Birkbeck News

JOHN PEACOCK, BIRKBECK LIAISON, REPORTS

It’s been ‘all change’ in the last year in respect of our liaison
arrangements. In January 2017 I took over from Sue Stern
as the Society’s liaison representative, since when I’ve been
doing my best to continue Sue’s excellent work in growing
and deepening our relationship with Birkbeck.

Dr Leslie Topp

Vanessa Ansa

Meanwhile, on the Birkbeck side, Dr Leslie
Topp (pictured left) took over from Dr Kate
Retford as Head of the Department in
September 2017 and simultaneously
assumed Kate’s liaison role with us. Leslie
joined Birkbeck in 2005, and from 2005
to 2010 ran the Certificate programmes in
History of Art and Architecture. She is a
fine lecturer as well as a great supporter
of our Society, and will be lecturing to the
Society during the 2018-19 programme.
Over the next year I’m looking forward to
working with a new Society member,
Vanessa Ansa (pictured left), who is a
current History of Art MA at Birkbeck.
Vanessa is an ex-teacher and has a number
of great ideas for strengthening our links
with, and enrolments from, current
Birkbeck Cert HE, BA, MA and Grad Cert
students. She will also be exploring a
social media presence for the Society. I’m
confident Vanessa will be a great asset for
us in extending our reach with enrolled
students.

AFFILIATION

You may have noticed from the logo on our website that we
are now “affiliated to Birkbeck Department of History of Art”
rather than to their art society as before. This is an important
step forward for the Society, and confirms the cherished
relationship we hold with Birkbeck Department of History of
Art and which is such a great ‘USP’ for the Society. Our links
to Birkbeck give us access to the very best in Art History
teaching, as well as underlining the academic status we are
committed to maintain.

Sunil Shah

In return we have been proud to continue
our research fund sponsorship, currently
£2,000 in the present year. Our fund
assists Birkbeck postgraduate students with
their research needs and also provides an
annual prize for the best MA dissertation on
a modern topic. This year the winner is
Sunil Shah (pictured left). Sunil is an artist,
curator and writer whose work has
conceptual, documentary and postcolonial
art as its special focus. He will be
contributing an article to our annual
Review in summer which will describe his
dissertation and his particular interests.
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The Body Ideal and the Suffering Body: The
Nude in Early Modern Italian Art Seminar

OPENING UP ART HISTORY:
50 YEARS AT BIRKBECK

The Society broke exciting new ground in October/
November with the launch of a new-format course, the
four-week Seminar. With an audience restricted to 24
participants and reading material circulated before each
session, the seminar format was an experimental venture
for us. The topic chosen was The Body ideal and the
suffering body: the nude in early modern Italian art led
by Dr Kasia Murawska-Muthesius. The topic proved the
perfect choice to stimulate lively presentations from Kasia
and plenty of audience participation.

Celebrations got off to a
cracking start with a fine
lecture given to a full house
on 30 November 2017 by Dr
Gabriele Finaldi, Director of
the National Gallery, London.
Dr Finaldi described the
contrasting formation histories
Dr Gabriele Finaldi
of the Prado and of the
National Gallery with a dry wit and with many fascinating
insights. The new Director is a charismatic character, and
I’m sure we all left the auditorium feeling our National
Gallery is in enterprising and creative hands for the future.

From the very start – a wholly explicit engraving by
Agostino Carracci of a Satyr and Nymph embracing taken
from his c.1585 Lascivie series – we knew we were in for
something different. Kasia’s four weeks would cover ‘The
Nude and the Naked Body’, ‘The Heroic Body’, ‘The Body of
Love’, and ‘The Body of Rape’. In each we would be treated
to an absorbing and thought-provoking presentation
illustrated with a fascinating array of pictures focusing
on the naked human body in all its guises as a subject of
central and fundamental interest throughout art history.

2017-18 is a landmark year in terms of the history of
the Department, which first opened its doors to students
50 years ago in September 1967. Full details of the
celebratory programme can be found on Birkbeck’s History
of Art website at www.bbk.ac.uk/art-history. We will also
flag them on our own website; click on the Birkbeck tab on
the top row of our home page.

The programme is set to continue with a high-profile
lecture by Dr Tristram Hunt, Director of the V&A, on 22
February 2018. Places for this lecture can be booked on
Birkbeck’s own History of Art website at www.bbk.ac.uk/
art-history.
Next up will come an exhibition of the work of Jo Spence,
photographer, writer, artist and in her own words, ‘cultural
sniper’. The exhibition will be held from 9 March until 28
April 2018 in the Peltz Gallery, Gordon Square.
And to end the anniversary year on a suitably celebratory
note there will be a Garden Party on Friday 29 June 2018
– please look out for details of this nearer the time on our
own website.

WEBSITE

Please seek out the Birkbeck tab on our new Society
website. It is on the top row, one in from the right-hand
edge. This tab gives you access to a regularly updated
page which details all events of interest at Birkbeck
and includes the Department of History of Art blog – an
initiative started by Kate Retford and now taken up with
great enthusiasm by Leslie. The blog gives a lively insight
into what’s going on in the Department among staff,
students and alumni.

FURTHER INFORMATION

If you would like any further information about matters
at Birkbeck, whether events, courses or even student
enrolment, then please do not hesitate to contact me at
any time. My email is jandapeacock@gmail.com.

For her first session, Kasia’s suggested readings from JohnPaul Stonard and Birkbeck’s own Professor Lynda Nead
had prepared us for a lively discussion centred on Kenneth
Clark’s The Nude: a Study in Ideal Form, a landmark work
written in 1956 with all the self-assurance of that man and
of those times. Kasia led us through a spirited discussion of
Clark’s perceptions of how we understand the terms ‘nude’
and ‘naked’, and the ways in which artistic conventions
have imposed themselves on the naked body to convert it
into its idealised form – the nude, a body ‘clothed in art’.
With the ‘Heroic Body’ Kasia led us into representations of
the heroic nude in the work of Michelangelo, complete with
ignudi, slaves, masculine-looking sybils, the quintessential
figure of David, and the powerful figure of Christ which
so dominates his Last Judgment in the Vatican’s Sistine
Chapel.
The ‘Body of Love’ turned our attentions to more sensual
matters, with plentiful illustrations from Titian of amor
both divinus and humanus; while a range of illustrations
from the infamous I Modi amongst others provided us
with appropriate examples of amor ferinus (the route
to insanity, as we learnt, according to Renaissance neoPlatonists).
Kasia’s final session was given over largely to Artemisia
Gentileschi, preceded by suggested readings from Mary
Garrard’s 1989 biography which did so much to launch
interest and further research into the artist’s dramatic
life. Kasia’s selection of images introduced us to different
representations of violence against women in art history,
and to concepts of poetic, heroic and commodified rape
which so often served to normalise what in reality were
horrific actions.

Titian, Venus of Urbino, c.1534.
Reproduced under Wikimedia Commons/Public Domain
This seminar was a bold and highly successful venture. Great
credit and congratulations are due to its leader, Dr Kasia
Murawska-Muthesius, and its organiser, Sue Anstruther, for
taking us into this new territory and launching the first in
what we hope can become a regular Society offering.

Dr Joachim Strupp Memorial Fund
We know many of our members contributed to the fund set up
in memory of Joachim Strupp, so we thought you might like
an update. So far, the fund stands at about £7,400 and the
money will be spent on restoring books and manuscripts at
the Correr Museum Library in Venice. The Library, which was
founded in 1830 as part of the Correr Museum, specialises
in the history of Venice. Its collection contains numerous
manuscripts and early printed books, many of them from the
collection of the great Venetian scholar, Emmanuele Cicogna.
The books and manuscripts chosen so far are all referenced
‘Biblioteca del Museo Correr’ and are:
Codice Cl. V 11 – Libro d’ore
Codice Inc. D 7 – Tito Livio, Historiae Romanae Decades
Codice Inc. E 202 – Euclide, Elementa Geometriae
Codice Cicogna 609 - Felice da Feliciano, Cosmographion
Ms. Cicogna 1632 – Manoscritto epigrafico
Ms. Correr 314 – Felice da Feliciano, Apologia Socratis
Op. Cicogna 110.1 – L’arte compendiata del bene, et
leggiadramente scrivere
It is good to think that art historians, students and others
will be able to more easily consult these works in the future.
A fitting tribute to someone who did so much to share his
knowledge and enjoyment with others.
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London Art History Society
Tours 2017
Munich April/May 2017
MARINA VAIZEY REPORTS
April was perfect weather for a remarkable week in Munich, a
perfect trip for several reasons: immaculate arrangements by
the London Art History Society aka Michael Pearson and his
collaborator Jane, including a delightfully comfortable central
Munich hotel – walking distance to much that we wanted
to see – with an excellent breakfast (quite important!), a
compatible and enthusiastic group, and the incomparable
Tom Abbott as our indefatigable guide. Tom is not only
immensely knowledgeable but considerate, courteous, and
immensely energetic. We were almost overwhelmed as we
reeled from palaces to museums to galleries. Highlights
included the vast Schleissheim Palace (the Wittelsbach
family), its surrounding baroque gardens which we crossed
to see the much smaller Lustheim Palace which had an
extraordinary Meissen collection. And that was just when we
arrived.
We had an orientation tour by coach of the city and then the
first great museum, the Alte Pinakothek, with its outstanding
renaissance and baroque collections, German and Italian
masters, and the Dutch Golden Age. We are a bit short
on the great German Renaissance in the UK so the Alte
Pinakothek is a real eye opener. Then more Wittelsbachs
– Nymphenburg Palace and park, and a good walk in yet
another garden. The Neue Pinakothek followed on Day 3
again with nineteenth century German art, much of which
is unfamiliar in the anglophone world, not to mention
impressionism and art up to the First World War. In the
next few days we saw the antiquities in the Glyptothek, the
Lenbachaus completely rehung and expanded in the past
decade or so and filled with expressionism and rooms and
rooms full of Joseph Beuys, the charismatic German whom
some have called the Billy Graham of the avant-garde, not to
mention the OTT apartment of the original Lenbachhaus. The
Pinakothek der Moderne is a vast new build (2002) by Stefan
Braunfels, all these Pinakotheks within easy walking of each
other, a kind of museum island.
There were churches galore and the contemporary New
Synagogue, alas still carefully guarded, and the Villa Stuck
art nouveau interiors by the highly successful Franz von
Stuck (1863-1928). Nor did we forget that jammed with
great culture as it is - and alas Jonas Kaufmann was not
in town but we admired the exterior of the opera house
– Munich was also Nazi central: we managed to see the
new (2015) NS-Dokumentationszentrum, the Munich
Documentation Centre for the History of National Socialism,
built on the site of the party’s headquarters: an outstanding
narration of Munich’s history from 1915. On the very last
day we had one of the greatest treats of all, the Bavarian
National Art Museum, allied in some ways to our own V&A,
concentrating in the main on decorative arts, and graced
with several rooms of carved limewood sculptures by Tilman
Riemenschneider (active 1483-1531), a genius hardly known
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here, and his peers. And, of course, at a remarkably
reasonable cost for what we saw, not to mention that
along the way we even had some gourmet dining. I was a
very, very happy traveller.

Marseille October 2017
JANICE MORPHET REPORTS

redevelop the site for housing. A compromise was reached
which meant that although the archaeological site became
accessible together with a new museum, an adjoining
series of Roman warehouse remains were redeveloped for
a new shopping centre. We also saw more of the operation
of the Roman port in the Musée des Docks Romains.
We discovered more of Marseille’s later history at La Vieille
Charité which was founded as a place of confinement of
the poor in a general hospital commissioned from the
local architect Pierre Puget, built in 1670. This comprised
a rectangular enclosed galleried building constructed
in the limestone that typifies Marseille. It now houses
collections related to the oceans, and a chapel, built in
the centre of the courtyard with an ovoid dome, which
also houses exhibitions. At the Musée Beaux-Arts, in the
Palais Longchamps, completed in 1869, we focused on the
exhibits that told more of Marseille’s history including a
period of the plague.
Our last visit was to the MuCem, Marseille’s newest
museum built for the 2013 City of Culture celebrations.
Designed by an Algerian-born architect, it houses a
national collection related to peoples of the Mediterranean
that was formerly held in Paris, and also incorporates the
older site of Fort St Jean which is accessed via a rooftop
bridge from the new building across the port to the older
site.

Villas of the Veneto
September 2017
GEORGINA WILLEY REPORTS
The Autumn Tour took us to Marseille with Alexandra
Gajewski as our very able guide. The theme of the
visit was the city and how its foundation and history
has influenced its art and architecture. Throughout the
weekend, we returned to this theme as we visited the
galleries, museums and churches in our programme. While
not usually considered as a traditional tourist destination,
Marseille’s designation as City of Culture in 2013 led to the
upgrading of some historic sites but also to an increase in
visitors.
We started in the Abbaye Saint Victoire where the crypt
is particularly important as an early Christian site, where
two monasteries were founded c.415 with an early church
created through an access in the adjoining quarry, founded
during an earlier Greek period. The Abbaye is located
above the creek that forms the old port of Marseille. This
was surrounded by a wall constructed by the Romans.
Outside the Marseille History Museum we were able to
see some remains of the wall and the entrance towers of
the gate into the city from the road to Italy. On this site
we were also able to see the pool created to hold drinking
water used by the ships in the port that was served by
an aqueduct from the country. Although outside the city
walls, this site was formed around a small extended
‘horn’ at the end of the creek and it was possible to
see the mooring places used by the trading boats. This
site, together with its accompanying new museum, was
used as a surface car park for many years and was the
subject of a major dispute between the then Minister of
Culture and the Mayor of Marseille, who was proposing to

I found the tour excellent from all aspects. I have
wanted to see these Villas ever since studying them for
the Diploma but until now had never found a tour that
matched my requirements and I realised it would be
almost impossible to arrange anything similar travelling
independently.
I was thrilled when I was able to get a last minute vacancy
on this tour which matched completely my requirements.
Admittedly it was a very full itinerary, covered in a short
time, but then what would one have left out – nothing.
Dr Carlo Corsato was an excellent Tour Lecturer with a
charming personality, spicing his facts with humour. I am
sure he covered all the salient points at each stop. I found
him easy to follow and to hear with the voice machine
which worked well.
The logistics of the tour were excellent, I feel able to judge
as I have been on many tours in the past, Martin Randall
and Ace as well as Morley Medieval. The charming Tour
Manager, Patrizia Lerco was always about to help and see
that everything ran smoothly. Being a bit of a lame duck
she was always there to help me. I couldn’t praise her
enough.

Look Ahead
Details of our 2018-2019 programme have not yet been
finalised, but here’s an idea of what you can look forward
to later in 2018 and 2019. Our series of four weekly
seminars on The Nude has proved very successful, allowing
a more in-depth, interactive experience for a small group
of participants, and further seminars will be planned. 2019
will see a continuation of courses on the Renaissance and
Cathedrals in Context (the first instalments have started
recently). More events will be announced in future mailings.

Study Events

Co-ordinator: Maggie Stockton
SUMMER 2018
A study day on Picasso
A visit to the Linklater Art Collection
A visit to St Paul’s Cathedral to explore its art
Another London walk led by Andrew Davies

Courses

Co-ordinator: Jacqueline Leigh
AUTUMN 2018
The Golden Age of Spanish painting
Japanese art

2019

The Renaissance (ten-week course)
Cathedrals in Context

Art Update
History and Theory of Photography Research Centre
Birkbeck School of Arts
The centre was established in 2012 to showcase and
exchange new interdisciplinary research on photography.
It collaborates with various museums and institutions, and
supports teaching and research through the MA in History of
Art with Photography. The centre runs a schedule of events
which may appeal to members interested in photography.
The next event is on 6th February, The Touch of Light: Bruce
Nauman’s Holograms. Further details can be accessed at
www.bbk.ac.uk/arts/research/photography.

The hotel was good and I had a very nice room. The meals
provided were good, with interesting menus, in lovely
locations. I would certainly recommend Society tours to
my friends after this experience.
I can’t find anything to criticise and was very pleased with
everything. An added bonus was the delightful group of
friendly fellow travellers.
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